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Making Opportunity Knock is the first book in this inspirational series that addresses
these pressing questions—and much more. Chapters are packed with probing
interviews, practical tips, inspiring quotes and challenging exercises to ignite
the imagination of anyone who wants to learn more about themselves, and how
to use that knowledge to forge a meaningful future in the bigger world.
The metaphor of mining illuminated for me how we sometimes
have to dig deep and work hard to find pure gold, precious
gems or fuel for firing our imagination.
— Julie Wratten, specialist nurse/coronary heart disease, counsellor,
United Kingdom
Nellie…is a Renaissance woman—artist, best-selling author,
internet whiz, broadcaster—she constantly invents fresh ways
to mine her own creativity—and yours. A gifted facilitator…
relentless researcher and intuitive interviewer.
— Sandy Naiman, award-winning journalist and blogger, Toronto, Canada
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You have such a wonderful way of getting information.
— Colleen Baldrica, author, past president, Minnesota
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I love…the different ways in which the experiences of different people pertain to my
life and how these great things people offer are things I can use in my life to make the
world a better place!
— Jamie Staggs, college student, Florida, USA

Nellie Jacobs

Making Opportunity Knock

What is the prospective job market for young people just starting out? What
possible re-employment opportunities might be available for anyone forced to
start over? What about active baby-boomers now on the verge of retirement,
who want to continue living meaningful lives? What is the future for anyone
considering a life change, whether public or private? How can people creatively
identify and achieve their goals? What are their potential options, strategies,
and resources?
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M i n i n g Yo u r
Resources Series

For fresh insights, ideas, approaches, skills,
techniques, and realistic applications, explore:

Volume 1

Starting out? Starting over?
Retiring? Considering a life change?

Making
Opportunity
Knock

Probing Interviews | Personal Insight Activities
Group Discussion Topics & Questions

